it itself more or less at this season: They have
traveled to the great length of time the students
have been confined at College, they become ki
ned and disgusted with study, their minds gen
erally acquire a more gloomy and native tempe
ment, producing a general predisposition to
any measure that may break up the position, or
interrupt business and disturb the faculty's
prosperity. There is more futility more during and especially pipe'd than the real scene on the. Disposition
as equally turn it into the channel of a general
vocational against all authority. To remedy this evil
I would earnestly recommend that an ordinance should
be passed at the next annual meeting establishing
the vacations exactly in the same footing as
May I see at Princeton whatever they may be, and
this board will give the necessary information, any
and the recital of Experiences I have been good
enough to enunciate. The same pace, and your solicitude
in prevent it. For this purpose, if you are one of the
Second Class, if the President can doubt about
let regarded to presence so much of the ordinary
as may describe to any attraction in the division
or the course of studies, Examinations &c.

The Bishop's eye have continually experienced in
the management of youth at the Institution has often o.